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The Perfect Orange-Frank P. Araujo 1994 When an orphan girl offers the king a perfect orange and
unknowingly receives many riches as payment, the Lord Hyena, mocking the child's simple gift, presents
the king with all his possessions, only to receive the perfect orange in return
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The Laughing River-Elizabeth Haze Vega 1995 Two African tribes in conflict are brought together by a
melodious, laughing river. Incorporates accurate musical notes which create a song by story's end.
Shrinking the Globe Into Your Company's Hands-Sidney R. Lawrence 1997 An expert in foreign trade
shows U.S. small business owners how to effectively market and export products and services safely and
profitably.
Orange Coast Magazine- 2005-04 Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle
magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County¹s most affluent coastal communities through
smart, fun, and timely editorial content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue
features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and
authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid
subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulation,
Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into the county¹s luxe lifestyle.
Orange World and Other Stories-Karen Russell 2020-05-05 ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR:
THE WASHINGTON POST - NPR - GOOD HOUSEKEEPING - FRESH AIR - THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
- LIT HUB - KIRKUS REVIEWS - LIBRARY JOURNAL - THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY Karen Russell's
comedic genius and mesmerizing talent for creating outlandish predicaments that uncannily mirror our
inner lives is on full display in these eight exuberant, arrestingly vivid, unforgettable stories. In "Bog Girl,"
a young man falls in love with a two-thousand-year-old girl that he's extracted from a mass of peat in a
Northern European bog. In "The Prospectors," two opportunistic young women fleeing the Great
Depression strike out for new territory, and find themselves fighting for their lives. And in the brilliant,
hilarious title story, a new mother desperate to ensure her infant's safety strikes a diabolical deal,
agreeing to breastfeed the devil in exchange for his protection. The landscape in which these stories
unfold is a feral, slippery, purgatorial space, bracketed by the void--yet within it Russell captures the
exquisite beauty and tenderness of ordinary life. Orange World is a miracle of storytelling from a true
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modern master.
Art in Story-Marianne Saccardi 2007 Art in Story focuses on art of the ancient world, of the East and
Africa, of the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance.
Five Quarters of the Orange-Joanne Harris 2009-10-13 When Framboise Simon returns to a small village
on the banks of the Loire, the locals do not recognize her as the daughter of the infamous woman they
hold responsible for a tragedy during the German occupation years ago. But the past and present are
inextricably entwined, particularly in a scrapbook of recipes and memories that Framboise has inherited
from her mother. And soon Framboise will realize that the journal also contains the key to the tragedy that
indelibly marked that summer of her ninth year. . . .
Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit-Jeanette Winterson 2007-12-01 The New York Times–bestselling author’s
Whitbread Prize–winning debut—“Winterson has mastered both comedy and tragedy in this rich little
novel” (The Washington Post Book World). When it first appeared, Jeanette Winterson’s extraordinary
debut novel received unanimous international praise, including the prestigious Whitbread Prize for best
first fiction. Winterson went on to fulfill that promise, producing some of the most dazzling fiction and
nonfiction of the past decade, including her celebrated memoir Why Be Happy When You Can Be Normal?.
Now required reading in contemporary literature, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit is a funny, poignant
exploration of a young girl’s adolescence. Jeanette is a bright and rebellious orphan who is adopted into an
evangelical household in the dour, industrial North of England and finds herself embroidering grim
religious mottoes and shaking her little tambourine for Jesus. But as this budding missionary comes of
age, and comes to terms with her unorthodox sexuality, the peculiar balance of her God-fearing household
dissolves. Jeanette’s insistence on listening to truths of her own heart and mind—and on reporting them
with wit and passion—makes for an unforgettable chronicle of an eccentric, moving passage into
adulthood. “If Flannery O’Connor and Rita Mae Brown had collaborated on the coming-out story of a
young British girl in the 1960s, maybe they would have approached the quirky and subtle hilarity of
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Jeanette Winterson’s autobiographical first novel. . . . Winterson’s voice, with its idiosyncratic wit and
sensitivity, is one you’ve never heard before.” —Ms. Magazine
The Perfect Persimmon-Michelle Medlock Adams 2020-08-04 Whether served in a batch of cookies or in a
soup bowl, the persimmon is a favorite fruit of Midwesterners. Called the "divine fruit" or the "fruit of the
gods," persimmons range from the American common persimmon, perfect for every kind of dessert, to
Fuyu persimmons, a variety from China that has since won many hearts. In The Perfect Persimmon,
award-winning journalist Michelle Medlock Adams serves up persimmon expertise, from knowing when
the fruit is at its ripest to sharing the best preparation techniques. Adams hails from the birthplace of the
Mitchell Persimmon Festival in Lawrence County, Indiana, where the Midwest's best-kept secret,
persimmon pudding, has people flocking toward what some consider the persimmon capital of the world.
Armed with a love of persimmons that has been nurtured from a young age, Adams has collected the best
persimmon recipes, guaranteed to satisfy any hankering for the savory or the sweet. Accompanying these
recipes are personal anecdotes detailing childhood memories and folktales about greedy possums, wise
turtles, and the persimmon seed's ability to predict winter forecasts, providing a colorful context for this
favored fruit.
African Images in Juvenile Literature-Yulisa Amadu Maddy 1996 Too often, juvenile literature depicts
Africans as violent, irresponsible and incapable of self-determination. Unfortunately, librarians perpetuate
this myth because they are unaware of the message in many works. This work pinpoints the stereotypes
and historical distortions and assumptions in books that have generally received uncritical praise. It
further examines the professional network that brings these neocolonialist works into the canon,
showering them with honors and thereby promoting their wide circulation in the English-speaking world.
Also provided is an alternative viewpoint that is culturally pluralistic and allows an interdisciplinary
method of inquiry.
School Library Journal- 2010
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An Orange for Frankie-Patricia Polacco 2004 The day before Christmas Eve Frankie Stowell waits
expectantly for his father to return with oranges for the holiday, but heavy snow might prevent Frankie's
father from getting through.
Small Press- 1995
Literature, Literacy, and Comprehension Strategies in the Elementary School-Joy F. Moss 2005
The Orange Girl-Walter Besant 1899
Tales From Gulinger High: Tale Twenty-Three-Julie Steimle 2014-11-06 It is a dangerous thing to gaze
skyward on Halloween night. One might spy the Halloween Highway--the parade of beasties and fairy folk
of the Unseelie Court journeying across the world, and get wisked away... This is something Matthew
Calamori wished he had known before he stepped out to get some air after partying hard at the Gulinger
Private Academy's Halloween dance. Lucky for him, his best friend, Tom Brown, is a half imp, and an
unofficial member of the Unseelie Court. Otherwise he, and the other mortals swept up, might not make it
out alive... but get taken forever into the fairy mound. But the real question is, what kind of mortals do the
Unseelie Court spirit away? Because not everyone looking up on Halloween night gets snatched, now do
they?
Children and Their World-David A. Welton 2005 Resource for elementary social studies teachers includes
model unit lessons, activities, technology applications and a resource handbook.
The Independent Medical Transcriptionist-Donna Avila-Weil 1998 Career opportunities abound in medical
transcription, & two experienced independent medical transcriptionists share their secrets of success in
this third edition of their best-selling reference book. This comprehensive manual includes information
about time-saving equipment, marketing tips, software, voice recognition, Internet networking,
professional issues, education, resources & references. Tables show standard regional billing rates &
number of hours of daily transcription needed to generate $80,000 a year in billings in order to make
$40,000 net income.
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Smart Tax Write-offs-Norm Ray 1999 Heads-up entrepreneurs should take every imaginable income tax
deduction that is appropriate for their specific business & "Smart Tax Write-Offs" shows how to do it.
Quick, easy-to-use guidebook that encourages small business owners to be aggressive & creative in taking
legitimate tax deductions. Numerous imaginative deduction ideas. Valuable checklist of over 800 potential
write-offs. Discusses tax deduction "gray areas." Shows how to deduct personal things converted to
business use; how to deduct things that were given to you as gifts.
Orange Lily-May Crommelin 2017-07-29 The novel Orange Lily, originally published in 1879, is set in the
area surrounding the small village of Carrowdore in County Down, Northern Ireland. Its eponymous
heroine, Lily Keag, is a farmer's daughter whose love for her childhood sweetheart, Tom Coulter, is
thwarted by a class divide that few would have dared cross in nineteenth-century Ulster. She was dubbed
'Orange Lily' partly because of her reddish hair, but also because of her father's position as Master of the
'Ballyboly' Orange Lodge. But beyond the story of the trials and tribulations of the star-crossed lovers is a
wealth of social and linguistic history of the region, including the hierarchy from the 'big house' down,
customs, beliefs, traditions, and Ulster-Scots vocabulary. May Crommelin (1849-1930) was born at
Carrowdore Castle and spent a good part of her formative years there. She travelled widely and wrote
numerous novels and travel books, as well as short stories and articles for magazines. Her sympathy with
the Orange dimension of local folk-culture is perhaps surprising, coming, as it does, from a 'gentry'
perspective, and from an author who circulated among Victorian London's literati (her sister was married
to the poet laureate, John Masefield). But the Crommelin ancestors had been French Huguenots who first
fought with King William III in 1690, and then settled in Ulster under his royal patronage, as May
Crommelin was always proud to remind the world. This new edition, edited, introduced and glossed by Dr
Philip Robinson, also includes the short stories The Witch of Windy Hill and An Old Maid's Marriage.
There There-Tommy Orange 2018-06-05 ONE OF THE 10 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW WINNER OF THE CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE One of the Best
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Books of the Year: The Washington Post, NPR, Time, O, The Oprah Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle,
Entertainment Weekly, The Boston Globe, GQ, The Dallas Morning News, Buzzfeed, BookPage, Publishers
Weekly, Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLER Tommy Orange’s
“groundbreaking, extraordinary” (The New York Times) There There is the “brilliant, propulsive” (People
Magazine) story of twelve unforgettable characters, Urban Indians living in Oakland, California, who
converge and collide on one fateful day. It’s “the year’s most galvanizing debut novel” (Entertainment
Weekly). As we learn the reasons that each person is attending the Big Oakland Powwow—some generous,
some fearful, some joyful, some violent—momentum builds toward a shocking yet inevitable conclusion
that changes everything. Jacquie Red Feather is newly sober and trying to make it back to the family she
left behind in shame. Dene Oxendene is pulling his life back together after his uncle’s death and has come
to work at the powwow to honor his uncle’s memory. Opal Viola Victoria Bear Shield has come to watch
her nephew Orvil, who has taught himself traditional Indian dance through YouTube videos and will to
perform in public for the very first time. There will be glorious communion, and a spectacle of sacred
tradition and pageantry. And there will be sacrifice, and heroism, and loss. There There is a wondrous and
shattering portrait of an America few of us have ever seen. It’s “masterful . . . white-hot . . . devastating”
(The Washington Post) at the same time as it is fierce, funny, suspenseful, thoroughly modern, and
impossible to put down. Here is a voice we have never heard—a voice full of poetry and rage, exploding
onto the page with urgency and force. Tommy Orange has written a stunning novel that grapples with a
complex and painful history, with an inheritance of beauty and profound spirituality, and with a plague of
addiction, abuse, and suicide. This is the book that everyone is talking about right now, and it’s destined
to be a classic.
The Orange Fairy Book-Andrew Lang 2018-03-09
The exile; or, A tale of the sixteenth century-Philip Phosphorus (pseud.) 1855
2004 Children's Book Market-Ellen Hopkins 2004
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Reading & Writing Grade by Grade-New Standards (Organization) 1999
The American Bookseller- 1887
The Three Golden Oranges-Alma Flor Ada 2015-04-21 Far on the other side of the mountains, next to an
enchanted castle, grows a tree with three golden oranges. It is there that the three brothers -- Santiago,
Tomás, and Matías -- must journey if they wish to find a wife. Once they reach their destination, the
brothers must carefully pick the oranges and bring them back to the old woman who lives in a cave on the
cliffs overlooking the sea. But, "In order to find your wives, you will need to work together," the old
woman has said. "Woe to you if you do not follow my advice!" Each of the brothers wants something
different. Santiago wants a wife who is beautiful. Tomás wants one who is both rich and beautiful. But
Matías, the youngest brother, longs for a woman who is kind, joyful, and loving...someone he could love
very much in return. Will the brothers be able to avert misfortune by working together? Will they be
strong enough to break the spell that a wicked sorcerer has placed on the castle? Master storyteller Alma
Flor Ada offers a poetic and magical retelling of a well-loved traditional story about Blancaflor, a mythical
young woman who appears in various stories throughout the Hispanic world. Reg Cartwright's boldly
colorful and exquisitely stylized art is a perfect accompaniment.
Peter Piper's Practical Principles of Plain & Perfect Pronunciation-Peter Piper 1970-01-01 A collection of
alliterative jingles for every letter of the alphabet.
The Christmas Books of Mr. M. A. Titmarsh-William Makepeace Thackeray 1868
Book Review Digest- 1996
Snowball Oranges-Allan Mallinson 2007 It's the stuff of dreams. A Scottish family gives up relative sanity
and security to go and grow oranges for a living in a secluded valley in the mountains of Mallorca. But
dreams, as everyone knows, have a nasty habit of not turning out quite as intended. Being greeted by a
freak snowstorm is only the first of many surprises and experiences, and it isn't long before they realise
that they have been sold a bit of a lemon of an orange farm by the wily previous owners. However,
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laughter is the best medicine and a colourful set of Mallorcan neighbours restores the family's faith in
human nature and help them adapt to a new and unexpectedly testing life in this deceptively simple idyll
of rural Spain...
Pure Orange Sunshine-Bob Henry Baber 2011-02-24 Morning dawns, pure orange sunshine slicing
through the windows and casting a grill of bars on the wall. Its a beautiful day in the neighborhood . . . a
beautiful . . . A beautiful Little Miss Muffet nurse trainee serving her time, delivers pancakes only a deluge
of generic syrup will soften up.
MultiCultural Review- 1995
Nekane, the Lamina & the Bear-Frank P. Araujo 1993 This Basque tale, with elements of the Red Riding
Hood story, pits a quick-witted young heroine against a mysterious foe, the lamina, that can change its
shape.
When Molly was in the Hospital-Debbie Duncan 1994 Anna's little sister Molly needs to go to the hospital
for an operation.
Orange County Choppers (TM)-Paul Teutul 2008-12-14 In the year 2003, Lady Luck reached out to a hardliving, hard-working family in a small town in Orange County, New York. That was when a team from the
Discovery Channel began filming the custom chopper shop of Paul "Senior" Teutul, his son Paulie, and the
rest of their highly dysfunctional, totally authentic crew as they did what they do best: make great customcrafted bikes from the ground up. Within a few episodes, the Teutuls were famous: for their hilarious
head-butting, their outrageous yelling, their amazing designs, and, most of all, for being real every step of
the way. With their hit show American Chopper turning into the Discovery Channel's top-rated program,
the Teutuls became unlikely national icons. Now the Teutuls tell their story as it has never been told
before. Senior chronicles his harrowing journey from a hell-raising teen to a star-crossed businessman
desperately trying to keep his demons at bay. And Paulie remembers working by his father's side in their
ironworks shop-and the bond that developed between them when they first built an EVO-powered custom
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chopper from scratch. From youngest son Mikey's entrance into the shop to all the other members of the
extended OCC family, this is a chronicle of Panheads and Softails turned into gleaming works of art, of Old
School design versus Paulie's amazing theme bikes that took custom biking by storm-and earned the
Teutuls some of the most famous clients in the world. With over 60 family archive photos that capture this
true rags-to-riches saga, ORANGE COUNTY CHOPPERS is the raw, honest story of a family that was born
to be wild, how they came together around a shared passion and skill-and how they captured the heart of
America.
Eva and the Perfect Rain-Tatyana Feeney 2019 "Eva loves umbrellas. She also loves the rain. One rainy
day Eva splashes and explores, searching for the most perfect rain of all!"-Catalogue of Books for Public School Libraries in the City of New York-New York (N.Y.). Department of
Education 1907
Tale of the Tome-Wil Knoble 2006-09-01 The eldest son of a stonemason has answered a call from a
recurring dream. He doesn't know who sent it or why, but realizes there is considerable danger involved.
Although he embarks on this quest in pursuit of said danger, little does he know he will learn more about
his late mother, his temperamental father, and a unique aspect of his family's lineage. Dayfid Ray Skyden
has taken a sojourn that will traverse a great deal more than the land he walks upon.
Bitter Orange-Claire Fuller 2018-10-09 An NPR Best Book of the Year A Most Anticipated Book at Time
Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, Vulture, Elle, BUST, HuffPost, NYLON, Southern Living, Parade, and
more From the author of Our Endless Numbered Days and Swimming Lessons, Bitter Orange is a
seductive psychological portrait, a keyhole into the dangers of longing and how far a woman might go to
escape her past. From the attic of Lyntons, a dilapidated English country mansion, Frances Jellico sees
them—Cara first: dark and beautiful, then Peter: striking and serious. The couple is spending the summer
of 1969 in the rooms below hers while Frances is researching the architecture in the surrounding gardens.
But she's distracted. Beneath a floorboard in her bathroom, she finds a peephole that gives her access to
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her neighbors’ private lives. To Frances' surprise, Cara and Peter are keen to get to know her. It is the
first occasion she has had anybody to call a friend, and before long they are spending every day together:
eating lavish dinners, drinking bottle after bottle of wine, and smoking cigarettes until the ash piles up on
the crumbling furniture. Frances is dazzled. But as the hot summer rolls lazily on, it becomes clear that
not everything is right between Cara and Peter. The stories that Cara tells don’t quite add up, and as
Frances becomes increasingly entangled in the lives of the glamorous, hedonistic couple, the boundaries
between truth and lies, right and wrong, begin to blur. Amid the decadence, a small crime brings on a
bigger one: a crime so terrible that it will brand their lives forever.
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